QC Inspector (Full time)
Metropolitan Hardwood Floors
Delta, B.C (Head Office)
Date Required – Sept. 1, 2021
The QC flooring inspector is a valuable part of the Metropolitan ecosystem. Our flooring inspectors
are highly trained individuals with a keen eye for detail. A day in the life of a QC inspector could
include everything from routine container inspections, creating color control samples, product testing
and evaluation to data entry and priority QC requests that come in throughout the day.
The ideal candidate will have:
ꞏ

The ability to perform repetitive heavy lifting - upwards of 50-60 pounds.

ꞏ

Some experience with inspecting flooring for deficiencies

ꞏ

General understanding of how flooring is installed

ꞏ

High level of organization and attention to detail (including a good eye for color)

ꞏ

Fluent in English and comfortable with MS Word / Excel, Outlook and data entry software.

The successful candidate will be joining our team in Delta, BC (our Head Office for Canada) and will
be responsible for inspecting inbound arrivals of wood, laminate and vinyl flooring products to ensure
compliance is within our proprietary tolerances using several different inspection tools while following
a set of pre-established guidelines. Further to this, our inspectors write QA reports and regularly
liaise with our executive and products teams to report any discrepancies.
For over 25 years Metropolitan has earned a reputation for integrity and innovative design, and we
take inspiration in that uncompromising commitment to ourselves, our customers, and our
communities; it informs our work, every day.
Our vision is clear; design the most progressive and ethically made flooring products possible, and
share our passion for our craft, our people and our culture.
While the above candidate attributes are “nice to haves”, we are looking for the “IT” factor, and will
train the right person to develop into this position.
If you feel that your qualifications, experience and or personality will fit with our mantra, we would
encourage you to send your resume and covering letter for consideration to;

Jared Kress
Technical Services Manager – Western Canada
Metropolitan Hardwood Floors
jkress@metrofloors.com

